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Abstract

Recent measurements of time dependent CP asymmetry inB → φKS , if confirmed, would indicate a new source of C
violation. We examine flavor violating tree-levelZ currents in models with extra down-type quark singlets that arise natu
in string compactified gauge groups likeE6. We evaluate the new operators at the scaleµ ≈ O(mb) in NLO, and using QCD
improved factorization to describeB → φKS , find the allowed range of parameters forρ andψ , the magnitude and phase
the flavor violating parameterUbs . This allowed range does satisfy the constraint from flavor changing processb → s�+�−.
However, further improvement in measurement of these rates could severely constrain the model.
 2004 Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The ongoingB physics experiments by BaBar an
Belle Collaborations[1,2] provide a unique opportu
nity to study the flavor structure of the Standard Mo
quark sector and also the origin of CP violation. In a
dition to this, any new physics effects inB physics
can also be tested in these experiments. Recent
dependent asymmetries measured in the decayB →
φKS both by BaBar and Belle Collaborations[1–4]
show significant deviation from the Standard Mod
and this has generated much theoretical specula
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regarding physics beyond the Standard Model[5]. In
the standard model, the processB → φKS is purely
penguin dominated and the leading contribution
no weak phase. The coefficient of sin(∆mBt) in the
asymmetry therefore should measure sin2β , the same
quantity that is involved inB → ψKS in the Stan-
dard Model. The most recent measured average
ues of asymmetries are[4,6] SψKS = 0.734± 0.055
andSφKS = −0.15± 0.33. The value forSψKS agrees
with the Standard Model expectation. The deviat
in the φKS is intriguing because a penguin proce
being a loop induced process is particularly sensi
to new physics which can manifest itself through e
change of heavy particles. In this Letter we will co
sider an extension of the Standard Model, with ex
down type singlet quarks. These extra down type
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glet quarks appear naturally in each 27-plet ferm
generation ofE6 Grand Unification Theories (GUTs
[7–10]. The mixing of these singlet quarks with th
three SM down type quarks, provides a framework
study the deviations from the unitarity constraints
3 × 3 CKM matrix. This model has been previous
studied in connection withRb and F–B asymmetry a
theZ pole as it provides a framework for violation
the unitarity of the CKM matrix[10–12]. This mixing
also induces tree-level flavor changing neutral curre
(FCNC). These tree-level FCNC couplings can hav
significant effects on different CP conserving as w
as CP violatingB processes[11,13–24].

In this Letter we study the FCNC effect arisin
from the Z − b − s̄ coupling Ubs to the B → φKS

process. This new FCNC couplingUbs can have a
phase, which can generate the additional sourc
CP violation in theB → φKS process, and thus a
fect measured values ofSφKS and CφKS . We para-
meterize this coupling byUbs = ρeiψ . We then study
B → φKS taking into account the new interactions
the QCD improved factorization scheme (BBNS a
proach)[25]. This method incorporates elements
naive factorization approach(as its leading term) an
perturbative QCD corrections (as subleading con
butions) and allows one to compute systematic
diative corrections to the naive factorization for t
hadronicB decays. Recently, several studies ofB →
PV , and specificallyB → φKS have been performe
within the frame work of QCD improved factorizatio
scheme[26–30]. In our analysis ofB → φKS , we fol-
low [30] which is based on the original paper[25]. In
our analysis, we only consider the contribution of t
leading twist meson wave functions, and also neg
the weak annihilation contribution which is expect
to be small. Inclusion of these would introduce mo
model dependence in the calculation through the p
meterization of an integral, which is otherwise infrar
divergent.

The time dependent CP asymmetry ofB → φKS is
described by:

(1)

AφKS (t) = Γ (B0(t) → φKS) − Γ (B0(t) → φKS)

Γ (B0(t) → φKS) + Γ (B0(t) → φKS)

(2)

= −CφKS cos(∆mBt) + SφKS sin(∆mBt),
whereSφKS andCφKS are given by

(3)SφKS = 2 ImλφKS

1+ |λφKS |2 , CφKS = 1− |λφKS |2
1+ |λφKS |2

andλφKS can be expressed in terms of decay am
tudes:

(4)λφKS = −e−2iβ M̄(B0 → φKS)

M(B0 → φKS)
.

The branching ratio and the direct CP asymmet
of both the charged and neutral modes ofB → φKS

have been measured[1–4,6,31]1

(5)B
(
B0 → φKS

) = (8.0± 1.3) × 10−6,

(6)B
(
B+ → φK+) = (9.4± 0.9) × 10−6,

(7)SφKS = +0.45± 0.43± 0.07 (BaBar),

(8)= −0.96± 0.50+0.09
−0.11 (Belle),

(9)= −0.15± 0.33 (world average),

(10)CφKS = −0.19± 0.30,

(11)ACP

(
B+ → φK+) = (3.9± 8.8± 1.1)%.

2. B → φKS in the QCDF approach

In the Standard Model, the effective Hamiltoni
for charmlessB → φKS decay is given by[25]

Heff = −GF√
2
VtbV

∗
t s

[
C1(µ)O1(µ) + C2(µ)O2(µ)

(12)

+
10∑
i=3

Ci(µ)Oi (µ) + C7γO7γ + C8gO8g

]
,

where the Wilson coefficientsCi(µ) are obtained from
the weak scale down to scaleµ by running the renor
malization group equations. The definitions of the
erators can be found in Ref.[25]. The Wilson coef-
ficientsCi can be computed using different schem
[35]. In this Letter we will use the NDR schem
The NLO values ofCi (i = 1–10) and LO values of

1 Latest results were reported at XXXIX Rencontres de Morio
Electroweak Interactions and Unified Theories, Italy, March 2004.
See talks[32–34]. The Belle result onSφK is unchanged[32] while

BaBar findsSφK = 0.47±0.34+0.08
−0.06 [33] which is very close to the

result inEq. (7). Hence, our observations remain unchanged.
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Table 1
Standard Model Wilson coefficients in NDR scheme

Scale C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

µ = mb/2 1.137 −0.295 0.021 −0.051 0.010 −0.065
µ = mb 1.081 −0.190 0.014 −0.036 0.009 −0.042

C7/αem C8/αem C9/αem C10/αem C7γ C8g

µ = mb/2 −0.024 0.096 −1.325 0.331 −0.364 −0.169
µ = mb −0.011 0.060 −1.254 0.223 −0.318 −0.151
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C7γ ,C8g , respectively, atµ = mb/2 andmb used by
us based on Ref.[25] are shown inTable 1.

In the QCD improved factorization scheme, the
B → φKS decay amplitude due to a particular op
ator can be represented in following form:

〈φK|O|B〉

(13)

= 〈φK|O|B〉fact

[
1+

∑
rnα

n
s + O(ΛQCD/mb)

]
,

where 〈φK|O|B〉fact denotes the naive factorizatio
result. The second and third term in the brac
represent higher orderαs and ΛQCD/mb correction
to the hadronic transition amplitude. Following t
scheme and notations presented in Ref.[30], we write
down the totalB → φKS amplitude, which is the sum
of the Standard Model as well asZ exchange tree
level contribution from extra down-type quark single
(EDQS) model in the heavy quark limit

M
(
B+ → φK+)

=M
(
B0 → φK0)

= GF√
2
m2

BfφFB→K
1

(
m2

φ

)
VpbV

∗
ps

[
a

p

3 + a
p

4 + a
p

5

(14)− (a
p
7 + a

p

9 + a
p

10)

2
+ a

p

10a

]
,

wherep is summed overu andc. The coefficientsap
i

are given by

au
3 = ac

3 = C′
3 + C′

4

Nc

[
1+ CF αs

4π
(Vφ + Hφ)

]
,

a
p

4 = C′
4 + C′

3

Nc

[
1+ CF αs

4π
(Vφ + Hφ)

]
+ CF αs

4πNc

P
p
φ ,

au
5 = ac

5 = C′
5 + C′

6

Nc

[
1+ CF αs

4π
(−12− Vφ)

]
,

au
7 = ac

7 = C′
7 + C′

8

Nc

[
1+ CF αs

4π
(−12− Vφ − Hφ)

]
,

au
9 = ac

9 = C′
9 + C′

10

Nc

[
1+ CF αs

4π
(Vφ + Hφ)

]
,

au
10 = ac

10 = C′
10 + C′

9

Nc

[
1+ CF αs

4π
(Vφ + Hφ)

]
,

(15)a
p

10 = CF αs

4πNc

Q
p
φ, au

10a = ac
10a = CF αs

4πNc

Qφ

with CF = (N2
c − 1)/2Nc andNc = 3. The effective

Wilson coefficientsC′
i = Ci + C̃i , (i = 3–10) is the

sum of the Standard Model and the EDQS model W
son coefficients. The quantitiesVφ , Hφ , P

p
φ andQ

p
φ

are hadronic parameters that contain all nonpertu
tive dynamics, are given in Refs.[25,36].

For the sake of completeness, we give the bran
ing ratio forB → φKS decay channel in the rest fram
of theB meson.

(16)BR(B → φKS) = τB

8π

|Pcm|
m2

B

∣∣M(B → φKS)
∣∣2,

where,τB represents theB meson lifetime and the
kinematical factor|Pcm| is written as

|Pcm|
= 1

2mB

(17)

×
√[

m2
B − (mK + mφ)2

][
m2

B − (mK − mφ)2
]
.

3. FCNC Z couplings in EDQS model

Models with extra down-type quarks (EDQS) ha
a long history. The earliest consideration of su
models was in the context of the grand unificat
groupE6 which arises from string compactificatio
The quarks and leptons of each generation belon
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the 27 representation[7–10]. Each generation has on
extra quark singlet of the down type, and also one e
lepton of the electron type. The group also has e
Z bosons, which we will assume to be too heavy
have any effect onB → φKS process. The down typ
mass matrix is then a 6× 6 by-unitary matrix, and in
general when we rotate the quarks to their mass b
off-diagonal couplings arise. In EDQS model, theZ

mediated FCNC interactions are given by

(18)L = g

2 cosθW

[
d̄LαUαβγ µdLβ

]
Zµ.

In general forn copies of extra down-type quar
singlet model,Uαβ is:

Uαβ =
3∑

i=1

V
†
αiViβ = δαβ −

Nd∑
i=4

V
†
αiViβ

(19)(α,β = d, s, b,B1,B2, . . .),

where Nd = 3 + n represents the number of dow
type quark states, andU is the neutral current mixing
matrix for the down quark sector. The nonvanish
components ofUαβ will lead to FCNC process a
tree level, generating new physics contribution to
measured CP asymmetries. The new tree level FC
Z mediated contribution to theb → sqq̄ process is
shown inFig. 1. The new operators arising from th
tree-level FCNC process have been shown to l
to the following effective Hamiltonian forb → sqq̄

process in this model[22]:

(20)Hnew
Z = −GF√

2
VtbV

∗
t s[C̃3O3 + C̃7O7 + C̃9O9],

where, the new Wilson coefficients̃C3, C̃7 andC̃9 at
the scaleMZ are given by:

(21)C̃3(MZ) = κ

6
,

(22)C̃7(MZ) = κ
2

3
sin2 θW ,

(23)C̃9(MZ) = −κ
2

3

(
1− sin2 θW

)
,

where, κ = Ubs

(VtbV
∗
ts )

, and operatorsOi in Eq. (20)
are given in Ref.[25]. We now evolve these new
Wilson coefficients from the scaleMZ to the scale
µ ≈O(mb) using the renormalization group equatio
While doing this we have considered NLO QC
correction[37], neglecting the orderα electroweak
,

Fig. 1. Feynman diagram forZ exchange tree-level contribution
b → sss̄ process.

contributions to the RG evolution equation which a
tiny. At the low energy, after the RG evolution th
above three Wilson coefficients(C̃3, C̃7, C̃9) generate
new set of Wilson coefficients (̃Ci , i = 3–10) in this
model. The values of Wilson coefficients (witho
taking the overall factorκ) at scalesµ = (mb/2,mb)

are shown inTable 2.

4. B physics constraints on Ubs

In this section, we review the constraints on
flavor violating parameterUbs from different flavor
changingB processes. These processes can be
sified into two classes, CP conserving and CP v
lating. Among the CP conserving processes,B(B →
Xs�

+�−), and ∆MBs can put constraints onUbs

[13,15,16]. Using recent Belle[38] measurement o
B(B → Xs�

+�−) = (6.1 ± 1.4+1.4
−1.1) × 10−6 the au-

thors in Ref.[21] had shown that|Ubs | � 1 × 10−3.
However, this bound has recently been updated
Ref. [22] to

(24)|Ubs − 4.0× 10−4| � 8× 10−4,

which also updates their previous bounds in Refs.[17,
39]. The bound inEq. (24) is based on inclusive
B → Xse

+e− decays at NNLO[40]. We shall adop
this bound in our analysis. This bound is valid
both generaln extra down-type singlet quark mod
and in the model with a single extra down-type qu
singlet [16]. Similarly, the b → sγ branching ratio
provides comparable limits[14,16].

It has been shown in Refs.[20,41] that in the
presence of tree-level FCNC couplingUbd and/orUbs ,
the standard box diagram forBd/s–B̄d/s is not gauge
invariant by itself, but requiresZ exchange pengui
diagram as well as tree levelZ FCNC diagram. The
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Table 2
Wilson coefficients of EDQS model in NDR scheme, without the overall multiplicative factorκ

Scale C̃3 C̃4 C̃5 C̃6 C̃7 C̃8 C̃9 C̃10

µ = mb/2 0.195 −0.088 0.0180 −0.053 0.133 0.108 −0.604 0.174
µ = mb 0.182 −0.0629 0.0157 −0.0370 0.136 0.0732 −0.574 0.122
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additional Feynman diagrams are given in Ref.[41].
Following the paper[20], with slight change in the
notations, we write down the expression for theBq–
B̄q mixing:

∆MBq =
G2

F M2
Wf 2

Bq
B̂Bq mB0

q

6π2

(25)× [(
λt

qb

)2
η

Bs
t t S0(xt ) + ∆new

]
,

where(q = d, s) and

(26)

∆new= −8Ubqλ
t
qbη

Bq

t t Y0(xt ) + 4π sin2 θW

α
η

Bq

Z U2
bq,

where the definitions of different parameters us
above can be found in Ref.[20].

We have found that to satisfy the measured∆MBd
2

within one sigma, where we consider both the the
error of 20% arising from the value off 2

Bq
B̂Bq and

the experimental error taken in quadrature, the FC
coupling |Ubd | should be less than∼ (2–3) × 10−4.
This is a very stringent limit.

The ∆MBs has not been measured yet, and
only lower limit on the mass difference is availab
We have found that the new contribution to∆MBs

from EDQS model is less than 3% when compared
the Standard Model. It can be shown that for sim
values ofUbd and Ubs , the FCNC effects on∆MBs

will be suppressed by a factor∼ λ2 when compared
with the effects on∆MBd . This implies that in EDQS
model, FCNC effects are hard to detect inBs–B̄s

mixing [41].

5. B → φKS analysis

In the last section we have discussed the allow
range of the FCNC parameterUbs from differentB

2 The experimental value for|∆MBd
| = 0.489± 0.008 ps−1

[20].
Fig. 2. Contour plots ofSφKS
, B(B → φKS) and |Ubs −

4×10−4| = 8×10−4 in ρ–ψ plane for two values ofµ = mb/2 (a)
andmb (b), respectively. The area left side of the dotted contou
the allowed region ofUbs from the inclusiveB → Xs�

+�− process.
In figure (a), the area marked byZ is the 2σ allowed regions from
the measurement ofSφK andB(B → φKS). In figure (b), such 2σ
allowed region is a point where the three curves intersect.

processes. In this section we will study the effect
this FCNC parameter(Ubs) in theB → φKS process.
For this we expressUbs in the following form:Ubs =
ρeiψ . We will then vary ρ and ψ3 in range such
that Eq. (24) is satisfied. We then study the allowe
region of parameters in theρ–ψ plane from the three
measured quantities (a)B(B → φKS), (b) SφKS and
(c)CφKS . To get the allowed parameter space, from
B(B → φKS) branching ratio, we allow it to vary b
2σ , respectively, from itscentral value. This 2σ band
contains both experimental and theoretical errors.
main source of theoretical error is the form fac
FB→K

1 . In our analysis we have considered 20% er
on this parameter. Similarly, we varyCφKS andSφKS

by 1σ and 2σ from their central value to get th
allowed region in theρ–ψ plane.

In Fig. 2(a)we show such allowed region inρ–ψ

plane for the scaleµ = mb/2. The whole area left o
the dotted contour is allowed by saturatingEq. (24).
The area outside the thick contour labeled by BR isσ

allowed region from the branching ratio measuremen
The parameter space enclosed by the thin con

3 ψ in units of radian.
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V):
marked bySφK is allowed by 2σ from data on the
SφKS . This whole parameter space is allowed byσ
from CφKS measurement. The regions (marked byZ)
is the only allowed parameter space inρ–ψ plane with
6.5× 10−4 � ρ � 10× 10−4 and−1.7 � ψ � −0.85
which satisfy the experimentally measuredCφKS ,
SφKS andB(B → φKS) within the errors describe
above. We note that only negative values ofψ give
acceptable range ofSφK . The Fig. 2(b) corresponds
to the scaleµ = mb. In this case though we hav
larger allowed area from theSφK measurement, bu
the 2σ branching ratio contour pushes the allow
range towards higher values ofρ and somewhat lowe
range of the phaseψ . This particular behavior o
the branching ratio contour can be understood fr
that fact that forµ = mb, the SM branching ratio is
3.8× 10−6, which is much smaller than the lower en
of the 2σ band of the experimental number. Hen
one needs larger values ofρ to push the total branchin
ratio within the 2σ limit. For this reason the allowe
region shrinks to a point in this case.

6. Conclusions

In this Letter, we have studied the tree-level flav
violatingZ contribution toB → φKS process in mod
els with extra down-type quark singlets which ar
naturally in the context of the grand unification gro
E6. In the presence of such flavor violating intera
tions,B → φKS process receives additional contrib
tions, governed by a set of new operators which
be expressed in terms of the standard operatorsOi ,
(i = 3–10). We then evolved these new Wilson coe
cients from the scaleMZ to the scaleµ = O(mb) rel-
evant for our process using the renormalization gr
equation. We have found that, at the lower scale th
Wilson coefficients significantly modified from the
initial values at the scaleµ = MZ . We have found
that this new flavor violating interaction can modi
the Standard Model Wilson coefficientsCi , (i = 3–10)
significantly. We have used following experimenta
measured quantities:SφKS , CφKS andB(B → φKS) to
constrain the flavor violating parameterUbs . We have
shown that in the model with an arbitrary number
down type singlet quarks, the value ofSφKS andCφKS

can be well explained by the values ofρ and ψ in
the region marked byZ in Fig. 2(a). Improvements in
measurements ofB → Xs�
+�− can tighten the con

straints inEq. (24)and either rule in or rule out thi
model.
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Appendix A. Input parameters and different form
factors

In this appendix we list all the input parameters, d
cay constants and form factors used for the calcula
of B → φKS .

(1) Coupling constants and masses (in units of Ge

αem = 1/129, αs(MZ) = 0.118,

GF = 1.16639× 10−5 (GeV)−2,

MZ = 91.19, mb = 4.88, mB = 5.2787,

mφ = 1.019, mK = 0.493.

(2) Wolfenstein parameters:

λ = 0.2205, A = 0.815,

η = 0.324, ρ = 0.224.

(3) Constituent quark massesmi (i = u,d, s, c, d) (in
units of GeV):

mu = 0.2, md = 0.2, ms = 0.5,

mc = 1.5, mb = 4.88.

(4) The decay constants (in units of GeV):

fB = 0.19, fφ = 0.237, fK = 0.16.

(5) The form factors at zero momentum transfer:

FB→K
1 = 0.33.
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